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“Look at my facial hair! Oh man,
hot damn, it’s everywhere!”
~ “Beard Lust” by Natalie
Portman’s Shaved Head

HOLY COW
By Jodhbir Singh ~ Daily Bull

In India, it is quite a common scene to see a cow
or a family of cow hanging
out in streets or on busy
roads to slow down traffic. The cows in India enjoy
all kinds of freedoms mentioned in the Indian constitution except the freedom of
speech. By Hindus, a cow is
seen as a symbol of religion,
by farmers it is a source of
milk or sometimes cash, by
rash drivers it is seen as a
moving stop sign. While I
was in India, I always thought
of the cow as a lazy, overweight, dumb, and like what
they say in the America- a
burden for taxpayers.
However, last two years in
the US changed my perception about the cow. There
is a stark difference in the
policies of the US towards
cow and its rights with that
of India’s policies. Here in
the US, a cow is also seen
as a source of meat. I had
never imagined that such a
...see Omnipotent Moo on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like ladies’ no-shave November!

Halloween in the Capital
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Halloween weekend has once again
come and gone; now that we’re big
kids, the whole ‘dress up and go trick or
treating’ thing kind of changes, doesn’t
it? The reassuring thing is that top-secret
sources recently told the Daily Bull that
college kids aren’t the only
ones having a raucous good
time. It turns out Washington,
DC was overrun with all kinds
of crazy hooligans this past
Halloween.

spied him yelling for Saruman.
Elsewhere in the capital district, Secretary of Defense Gates dressed up in
full Optimus Prime apparel. He scared
the patrons of a local Holiday Inn Express by getting caught in a
revolving door. “His shoulders
were far too wide,” noted the
chief valet, “and he got stuck
mid-rotation. It was fun watching him try to transform into a
smaller item.”

The nine Supreme Court Justices spent the night dressed
The First Dog, Bo, was given
as – you guessed it – the
a dog costume from local
nine Fellowship members
elementary school stufrom Lord of the Rings. New
dents. In a fit of irokid on the block Sotomayor
ny, they created a
was stuck playing
Shaggy costume to
the role of Gimput on the pooch.
li, and carried
The Obamas were
a large gavel in
good-natured, and
place of an axe. Constitutionally, a wizard is never late, even allowed Bo to
Defendant Frodo Baggins. Nor is he early.
Meanwhile, Chief He arrives PRECISELY WHEN HE MEANS run around chasing
TO. COURT ADJOURNED.
Justice John RobMyster y Mobileerts got tipsy on
shaped biscuits.
Kahlua-and-chocolate-milk, became
convinced he was Gandalf the Grey, and Hilary Clinton, one of the only political
tried to ride a tour buggy to battle against women brave enough to try something
the Washinton Monument. Authorities scandalous, pieced together what she
escorted him home when a passerby
...see Presidential Party on back

Bullhead.gif wishes you all good luck with No
Shave November. PHOTO CONTEST?!

Monday MAD LIBS

MONDAY MAD LIBS are a fun way to create your own story
without having to worry about word limits, censorship, or MLA citations. Think yours is the funniest? Send it our way at
BULL@MTU.EDU. If it’s good enough, we might even print it.
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
Holiday _________________________
Number ________________________
Noun __________________________
Noun 2 _____________________
Verb _____________________
Adverb ___________________
Body part _______________________
Verb 2 __________________________
Food ___________________________
Body Part 2 ______________________

If you’re not satisfied with this short creative endeavor,
National Novel Writing Month! It’s
almost as cool as No-Shave November - you could even tell
your beard’s story! HURRY UP AND GO!
go online and look up

... Omnipotent Moo from front

non-violent animal could bring water
in someone’s mouth.
After a long discussion on cow
rights in the US, an American friend
of mine told me that they don’t milk
cows - they actually grow cows. But
one day, I heard a good friend of
mine using strange words while eating- Holy cow! I thought he must be
a PETA activist to use such a language
and that’s why he showed respect
for the animal. I started to investigate
his food preferences and asked him
once about his favorite food. To my
surprise, he said he can’t live without
beef. I was perplexed.

SUGAR HIGH

Holy cow = holy shit

plained that in the US a cow is also
sometimes used as a euphemism for
‘shit’ or ‘crap’ especially when the
word is holy. “A shit- that’s bull shit,”
I said. “How come such a big thing is
compared to a small thing?” I asked.
He advised me not to go into the literal meaning of it as long as I was in
I turned to another good friend of the US.
mine who was like a quick American
dictionary for me. Though, he avoid- I followed his advice very strongly,
ed me every time I had a question. I even on that day. So, this guy (not
asked him how come someone who eating) while talking to his friends
loves cow also loves its taste and used similar but strange word-Holy
explained the incident. After laugh- Jesus! Ah ha! I knew what he meant
ing non-stop for 10 minutes, he ex- but I resisted myself NOT to go into
the literal meaning of it. You know
why? Because I was in the US.
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Sean had done well during ____________ (holiday). __________ (number) bags of delicious candy all to
himself! True, he may have stolen a _____________________ (noun) or two, but it was worth it right? He
had earned his ________________ (noun). Greedily, he sat down and began to _____________ (verb) it
very ________________ (adverb). After about a pound of candy, he started to feel a little strange. He felt
light-_____________(body part)-ed and a little hyper. Sean started to _________________ (verb) off the
walls, running around like crazy. Eventually the ________________ (food) caught up to him and he passed
out on his roommate’s girlfriend’s left __________________ (body part).
... Presidential Party from front

described as, “The greatest Lady Gaga costume the
world has ever seen.” Clinton sewed together a
dress with fifteen slices of bacon, a roll of bubble
wrap, seven digital cameras of varying sizes, a
cactus, and ninety-five playing cards. Her shoes
were made of page-a-day calendars. Area clubbers spotted her getting groovy with the ‘sick beat.’
Unfortunately, the Associated Press recently revealed
that Gaga intends to sue Ms. Clinton for copyright
infringement. “Gaga was upset to see someone else
stealing her cactus idea,” noted a spokesperson.
A disgruntled Cheney told everyone he was dressing
up as President Obama for Halloween; he looked
more like Flava Flav. Instead of a large studded

clock, Cheney had a large Obama ‘O’ decked out with
diamonds, rubies, and sapphires. His grills had ‘change’
embossed on them. Not one to be publicly offended,
Obama said in a press statement, “Even though his costume was misguided, we all appreciate his efforts to show
support for our administration. No one here is upset. We
understand that he can’t help being a Dick.”
The President himself slathered shaving cream all over
his face for a costume. The First Lady explained that
he wanted to be clean-shaven by November 1 to try
his hand (or rather, face) at no-shave November. “He
wants to look like Tom Hanks in ‘Cast Away’ by the end
of the month,” she explained. The Daily Bull suspects he
actually just wants to grow out a badass beard, braid it
into dreads, and start a hippie revolution on the White
House lawn.

Murloc Reservation Opens in Houghton-Hancock

Imagination is the one
weapon in the war
against reality.

The Houghton and Hancock Town Councils and local wild life reservation are still
working out the specifics, but starting
summer of 2011, a 3 mile long stretch of
the Portage, along with about 9 square
miles on the shore, will be converted to
a reservation for a population of about
50 Murloc babies.
The humane organization of Blizzard had
been looking for a new home for these
creatures for a few years now. The old
aquatic home of the Murloc have been
becoming more and more polluted and
uninhabitable for this creatures.

have been hunted and driven from their
homeland. The humane organization
known as Blizzard was contacted by
one of the last intelligent Murloc people
and asked for refuge. The search has
brought them to the clean Portage with
several forestry and CS majors nearby at
the local university.

With the discussions still down to the
specifics of any food or environmental
dangers to the young Murlocs, the Town
Councils and Blizzard have at least come
to an agreement on date of release into
the new reservation and the location.
Sadly, they are keeping the exact locael
While the Murloc had been an intelligent on the down low to keep the release
creature in the far long ago past, they a quiet event so not to traumatize the

By Sam Schall
~ Daily Bull ~

Murlocs and provoke them into attack.
Blizzard only warns the local human
population not to feel threatened by
any Murlocs found far outside the reservation area and only to contact the
Town Councils – they will start you
in a circle to figure out who to move
the creature back to the reservation.
The Murloc babies will be of several different colors and local students, especially CS majors, are asked to observe
the Murlocs occasionally to help Blizzard
figure out more permanent reservations
and settlements for the Murlocs and if
there is a way to restore any level of high
intelligence.

